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This month we are celebrating the king of big cats, the king of
beasts, the king of the jungle, the KING!  

Hey Animal Heroes!

Can you guess what animal we are talking about?
Tick the correct block below...

Mouse

Lion

Rhino

On the 10th of August we celebrate World Lion
Day so let’s learn more about lions!

Here's a clue! 

There are cat species on the planet

Only  of these, are big cats 

The lion is of them



Let's find out who the
5 big cat species are...

Snow leopard 

Leopard 

Jaguar
Tiger

Lion

 Write down which one is your favorite: ......................................



Turn the page and fill in the
missing word or words by
choosing from the list below:

pride

lioness

roar

200 kg

hunting

cub

big cat

1.2 meters

carnivores

second

1 meter

150 kg

mane

night vision

80 kilometers

Remember to tick them off as you go along! 



Here's where you fill in 
the missing word 
or words: 

A female lion is called a ………………… and a baby lion is called a ………..

Lions are …………....... which means they only eat meat.

Lions eat 40kg of meat every …………..... day. That’s almost 200 burger
patties!

Lions are the only cats that live in groups called a ………..... , and there can be
between 10 and 30 lions in a pride.

Lionesses do the …………........... for the family, while the male protects and
defends the pride.

A male lion stands about ……....... from the ground and a female is around
..……………. tall.

Males weigh about ……......, and females …....... A bag of rice is 1 kilogram, so
now times that by 200 and you know how heavy a male lion is!

Lions have very good ...........………., which helps them hunt in the dark, when
it is cooler.

A lion can run at .....……… per hour.

Lions can ……...….. to communicate with each other and this can be heard
over 8km away.

The lion is the only ……................  that has a large mass of hair around his
head, called a ……...................



Make your own lion mask by colouring the lion
face in your favorite colours, cutting it out and

stringing thin elastic through the sides.

FOUR PAWS TIP: 
Paste the cut out lion face on a piece of thin
cardboard or a paper plate to have a sturdier mask.



Carla the cat wants to know - can they be friends? 

 Are you helping to protect or hurt lions?
Tick the pictures where you feel lions are being
hurt with a              or being protected with a 



Remember Animal Heroes:
Lions should not be kept in circuses or in zoos.

Lions are not pets, they are wild animals 

Would you like to be kept in a cage?
Yes         No         Why? ........................................

Would you like to be forced to perform all day long?
Yes         No         Why? .......................................



Show you are an Animal Hero and Lion
Protector by coloring in this picture, and
stick it somewhere everyone can see! 

I hel
p protect lions!



Meet lioness Savannah

Did you know?

LIONSROCK is a FOUR PAWS Big Cat Sanctuary that provides a lifelong home for rescued big cats.

Savannah was rescued as a cub from a breeding farm.
She is often seen on top of the structure in her enclosure looking out over the
land. 
She recently celebrated 13 years with FOUR PAWS at LIONSROCK Big Cat
Sanctuary.

Quick facts:

Meet Savannah, this beautiful lioness is a South African lion who was rescued
from a breeding farm and brought to LIONSROCK 13 years ago.

She and her brother were part of a program to try and re-wild them and let
them life in a nature reserve to hunt and live freely. Sadly the local lions at the
reserve killed Savannah’s brother, and it was clear that she would not be safe
there. Luckily she found a forever home at LIONSROCK!

In the wild, lionesses do the hunting for the family, while the
male protects and defends the pride.


